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Diversity and Superdiversity: Sociocultural linguistic perspectives (/schools/social-policy/departments/social-policy-social-work/news-andevents/2015/01/diversity-and-superdiversity-sociocultural-linguistic-perspectives.aspx)
Angela Creese and Adrian Blackledge from the Institute for Research into Superdiversity (IRiS) at the University of Birmingham, are plenary speakers at the 'Diversity and
Superdiversity: Sociocultural linguistic perspectives' Conference at Georgetown University, USA, 13-15 March 2015.
26/01/2015

UPWEB recruiting 5 community researchers (/schools/social-policy/departments/social-policy-social-work/news-and-events/2015/01/upwebrecruiting-five-community-researchers.aspx)
The Institute for Research into Superdiversity (IRiS) at the University of Birmingham is looking to train and employ up to five community researchers to work on a new
research project looking at the ways that residents of Handsworth and Edgbaston access formal and informal health care services.
26/01/2015

IRiS researcher to speak at The New School in New York (/schools/social-policy/departments/social-policy-social-work/news-andevents/2015/01/iris-researcher-to-speak-at-the-new-school-in-new-york.aspx)
In February, Dr Nando Sigona is giving a public Lecture at The Zolberg Institute on Migration and Mobility entitled, 'The Camp as a Space of Political Membership', with
discussion from Professor Michel Agier
26/01/2015

Gypsy, Roma and Traveller Case Study: Latest discussion paper from TSRC (/schools/social-policy/departments/social-policy-socialwork/news-and-events/2015/01/gypsy-roma-and-traveller-case-study-latest-discussion-paper-from-tsrc.aspx)
This latest discussion paper from TSRC explores the debates around community led research, drawing on the specific case study example of European Gypsy, Traveller
and Roma research networks.
20/01/2015

Social housing in the age of superdiversity (/schools/social-policy/departments/social-policy-social-work/news-and-events/2015/01/socialhousing-in-the-age-of-superdiversity.aspx)
New IRiS Working Paper looks at the challenges of superdiversity for social housing.
19/01/2015

Read the latest Newsletter from IRiS (/schools/social-policy/departments/social-policy-social-work/news-and-events/2015/01/irisnewsletter.aspx)
In their latest Newsletter, IRiS reflects back on some of the activities and projects it has been involved in over the past successful year.
08/01/2015

New publication: Delivering maternity services in an era of superdiversity: The challenges of novelty and newness (/schools/socialpolicy/departments/social-policy-social-work/news-and-events/2015/01/delivering-maternity-services-in-an-era-of-superdiversity.aspx)
Professor Jenny Phillimore, Director of the Institute for Research into Superdiversity (IRiS), has a new publication entitled 'Delivering maternity services in an era of
superdiversity: the challenges of novelty and newness'.
07/01/2015

Research Fellow vacancy: UPWEB research project (IRiS) (/schools/social-policy/departments/social-policy-social-work/news-andevents/2015/01/research-fellow-vacancy-upweb-research-project.aspx)
The Institute for Research into Superdiversity (IRiS) at the University of Birmingham, are looking to recruit a Research Fellow, to work on their 3 year research project
'Understanding the practice and developing the concept of welfare bricolage (UPWEB).
07/01/2015
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Events
Visit our Events (/research/activity/superdiversity-institute/events/index.aspx) page to see what IRiS are involved in, and event reports (/research/activity/superdiversityinstitute/events/previous-events/index.aspx) from our previous events.
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